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About This Game

Dead Rising® 2: Off the Record sees Frank West – photojournalist and original hero of the Dead Rising® Willamette
incident – take center stage as players experience a re-imagining of the Fortune City outbreak. Forget what you know about

Dead Rising® 2, "Frank West is back in the game!"

The new "Off the Record" storyline means an all new Dead Rising 2 experience. Frank will face off against more twisted
enemies, build more outrageous combo weapons, follow his own unique mission structure and explore brand new areas of

Fortune City to get his biggest scoop yet. Join Frank as he indulges in the insanity of "Uranus Zone," Fortune City’s very own
theme park. Full of deadly rides and crazy attractions, the sci-fi themed Uranus Zone is a true zombie-killing paradise.

Frank’s come-back means the return of his trusty camera, with players able to earn Prestige Points (PP) for specific photo
opportunities that are graded against criteria such as horror, drama, erotica and brutality.

In addition to the new scenario and gameplay enhancements, Dead Rising 2: Off the Record offers a suite of technical updates
including load time optimizations, improved network performance and a host of system upgrades to deliver a more satisfying

Dead Rising experience.

Key Features

Frank West is back – The original Dead Rising hero returns to get the scoop on the Fortune City outbreak

Fortune City but not as you know it – Experience a re-interpretation of the Fortune City outbreak through the eyes
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and camera of photojournalist Frank West:

New story and missions unique to Frank West

New environments including Fortune City’s latest attraction, “Uranus Zone”

New enemies and more psychotic Psychos

New crazy and hilarious combo-weapons

New items and vehicles
Say "Cheese!" – Capture those classic, violent, scary and hilarious Dead Rising moments, earn Prestige Points and
complete all new missions with Frank's new and improved camera feature.

Upgraded Experience – Full of technical improvements, system enhancements and feature upgrades to create a faster,
smoother, more satisfying Dead Rising.
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English,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean
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I've known and loved this game for years, but unfortunately this is a lazy port. This "Steam Edition" doesn't have changes in
graphics or interface. No mouse support, no key mapping. In the options you can assign commands to said buttons A B X Y
R1/R2 L1/L2, even though you're not informed of what joypad you're supposed to use to play this game. If you don't use a
joypad, you eventually find out you are stuck with the keyboard arrows and the keys A and Z. If you want a different mapping,
you'll have to download a virtual joystick driver.. I never thought I would say a game about a roach was cute! I loved the art style
and the story was very interesting. I enjoyed it a lot. I wish it were longer! How about a part two?

The ending scene, and photos during the credits were a nice touch.. Please, avoid this game. After so many patches, framerate
hitches are not fixed. Graphics are worse than Dirt 2 and framerate is not good. Physics are inconsistent.

. Addictive game, great cause, nice music!

I'm skipping the charity part, since it's already clear that the friendly developers work together with ClearWater, and that's
awesome. But now about this eco-friendly game: it may look like a mobile game - which it actually also is - but there's more to it.
It's educational, perfect for kids, and there are many little challenges. But no brainless thinking! There's also enough variation and
it isn't short, so you won't get bored.

These little water-facts, many achievements and the ClearWater-themed story add something extra to the game. Water Heroes has
this cozy "indie team atmosphere" which you can experience in the funny sound effects and visual style. Plus, it's a fair price,
considered that it's actually 50% of what you pay. Now give it a try!. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers
without any issues. I hope this game gets updated with more content and more challenge. As it stands right now, I'm giving a
tepid positive recommendation.

This game is very relaxing and chill to play. The problem is that there isn't much challenge. You use your hoe to till the land
markers pre-determined for you. That's really the most interactive part of the game. It's not back-breaking, you just have to
hoe it once {insert jokes}. You can teleport around and turn with your motion controllers.

Then you select the seed from your inventory and laser point towards the selected plot of land. Then you can choose to water
said seed\/ growing plant. I really liked the animation of the growing plants. They are nicely done and you can tell after
getting used to the visuals, when a plant is ready to be picked. Unfortunately, it's picked the same way it's planted. You point
your laser towards the plant and *poof* it's picked and vanishes into your inventory. Your inventory is your main menu
basically.
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There's a day and night cycle. However, there isn't much different between day and night. Night is darker, but you can
always see and you can plant and grow plants in the dark without any problems. So, I'm not sure if plants need light or not, I
don't think they do. I'm not even sure they need water, I think water may just speed up the process, but none of my plants
died. I did notice they grew at different speeds and I can only attribute that to my careless watering. You fill your water
container from the trough, even though there's a well nearby that you don't do anything with. It would have been nicer to use
the well instead.

There's chickens running around that you can scare away. You can pickup eggs. You can spend your money on furniture for
your 1 room house. I spent it on a bed, but then found out that's it's just for decoration, you can't actually sleep on it.

So basically you plant to buy decorations or for the fun of it. But there isn't much if any challenge. I guess you can lose by
spending all your money on decorations. There's no weather. Day and night make no difference. There's no setbacks to
farming. You're always guaranteed to make more money than you invest.

If this game fixes those issues and adds more challenges, this will be a very fun game. For now, it's only a tepid
recommendation given the current sale price of $4.89. If you spend 1 hour in this game, it's probably worth that much.. This
game is buggy and broken. It crashed every time I leveled up, and so I gave up playing after the third attempt through and
requested a refund. During my very brief play time, I cycled through a couple dozen pointless and shallow cases that all
followed the same pattern of regurgitated, assembled text. Each case is just 2-3 sentences from both sides, providing little to
no pertinent information. The "evidence" is sometimes duplicated and contradictory (I am not sure if this is a bug or by
design). The cases have no depth at all. And here's the biggest overarching question - what are the actual laws this judge is
supposed to be using as a basis for making decisions? It appears the goal is simply to make the governor happy - and that can
be done by spamming a decision without reading anything or knowing what rules are supposed to be followed. Perhaps if
some instructions had been provided, the experience would have made more sense.

I do not recommend this game under any circumstances. I strongly advise against paying anything for it. Oh, and as of the
date of my review, the link for "The Bit Pulse" under "Reviews" doesn't go anywhere. Hmm.. I tried it because I like
Longbow from the Lab. Unfortunately its bow mechanics are quite poor. The bow hand controls aiming and the arrow hand
only controls the pull of the arrow. That means twisting your bow hand completely changes the aim regardless of where your
other hand is. The hit boxes aren't clean, and the armor on the mobs doesn't matter. The free bow games are much higher
quality than this, sadly.
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full disclosure my name is payde fore the clown. at birth, i mysteriously hatched from an egg. i don't have a mom or dad.***

thats right, all the king's horses and all the king's men have put payde fore the clown back together again, and i am indeed here
with another life-altering payde fore review!

how do you want to be remembered? that is what the devs of this game asked themselves. do we want to simply make another
doom clone or do we want to do better? fortunately, they chose to make something more, something incredible. it goes beyond
being just game. it looks deep into our souls and reminds us of the absurdity of it all.
it dares to remind us that we are just like pavlovs dog. pavlovs... steaming... hot... dog.

can i say this is an objectively good game? no, of course not. you will likely rage quit on level two because you won't just find
the key cards laying on the floor out in the open. much like the pavlov dog, you've come to expect that. this may upset you. you
may search the same floors over and over for those darn key cards, hoping the game will reward you with that open door to
advance. this leads to some of the big questions that this game encourages you to ask...
'what else have i been conditioned to do? how am i like the pavlov dog?'.

i don't want to spoil everything, but i can assure you that this is a game that offers priceless rewards to a deep thinker. i
understand not all of us are like that. the devs chose to reach for the stars rather than dumb it down for consumption by every
man, woman and child. i respect and admire that decision. it is both a shame and a necessity that some among us are left behind
unable to understand the greatness.

in the end, i am split over how to rate this game. are you a deep thinker? do you enjoy mental mind mysteries and breaking
down the boundaries that exist inside your own mind? if so, you NEED this game. i loved every second of it! i even recorded a
lets play video that will be played at my funeral. however, if you are a simple person looking for something to unwind with after
a long day of sweeping floors at work, i must recommend that you look elsewhere for your entertainment. sadly, this is not the
game for you.

thanks for reading another payde fore review. feel free to check out the new payde fore curations group at 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/PAYDEFORE for more games that have payde fore approval!. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Neat little shootem up game
with bosses, LOCAL coop and other twists. Personally not my style of game, but the demo version i was given before the steam
release i put 5-6 or so hours in. Defintely worth the price ten fold!. After the fourth dungeon, it's implied that the Red Witch
uses magic to♥♥♥♥♥♥the main character (Khoma) and erase his memory afterwards when the game is not actively being
played. This is then played off as a joke. Disgusting.. I'm surprised by the amount of positive reviews, as this is one of the
weakest CoGs I've ever played. The plot lost me very quickly, at some points it moves way too fast to be enjoyable, at others it
drags terribly. At least one really impactful choice is taken away from player (basically games decides for you, even if you
disagree and then criticize you for decision, that wasn't really yours to begin with). It opens up really strong, but then gets worse
with every minute. Also, writing (especially during first interactions with your roommates) goes to "obvious and bad exposition"
territory.

 Sadly, I cannot recommend it.. A mix of "casual" genres, including the dreaded pixel-hunt, er, hidden object aspects. There isn't
much strategy at play here: buy low, sell high. For the achievement ♥♥♥♥♥s, not difficult to get all of them, but it might take
more than 1 playthrough—if you can bear it.
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